JDN CRANE SYSTEMS/
CRANE KITS/
ACCESSORIES
THE DELIVERY PROGRAMME COMPRISSES EXPLOSION-PROOF

- Top running overhead travelling cranes
- Under hung overhead travelling cranes
- Jib cranes

which can be designed to your individual needs, customised installations are our speciality. Depending on your requirements JDN air hoists in motor trolleys or monorail hoist systems are integrated into the crane design. An ergonomically designed pneumatic pendant control is supplied with two speed control as standard for crane and trolley travel. Infinitely variable hoist and trolley speed control is also available.

DIFFERENT JDN CRANES IN DETAIL

- Overhead cranes with single or double girder design
- Underhung cranes including low headroom design
- Jib cranes
- Cranes with in line mechanically linked synchronised hoists
- Cranes with parallel operating hoists
- Capacities up to 100 t
- Crane spans up to 36 m

Under hung overhead travelling cranes

JDN Crane Systems are the right choice for the most challenging environmental conditions, whether onshore or offshore. Available in air drive or hydraulic drive versions.

DIFFERENT JDN CRANES IN DETAIL

- Overhead cranes with single or double girder design
- Underhung cranes including low headroom design
- Jib cranes
- Cranes with in line mechanically linked synchronised hoists
- Cranes with parallel operating hoists
- Capacities up to 100 t
- Crane spans up to 36 m

JDN CRANE KITS FOR EXPLOSION-PROOF

AIR CRANES

CAPACITIES: UP TO 10 T

J.D. Neuhaus can offer crane manufacturers crane component kits complete with pneumatic crane drives. With these crane kits overhead travelling cranes up to 10 t capacity can be built very simply and economically, especially for applications in hazardous areas.

The crane manufacturer provides the main girder and JDN delivers all the components that are necessary to build an air powered crane of their chosen design:

- End carriages with pneumatic drives
- Energy feeding systems
- Safety accessories
- And of course the appropriate air hoist with trolley

JDN ACCESSORIES TAILORED TO YOUR INDIVIDUAL NEEDS

We offer a wide range of accessories designed to ensure that JDN standard products are suitable for your specific applications. This means, for example, that you can meet very specific safety requirements, adjust performance capacity or make operations even more convenient.

- Filter silencer
- Filter regulator
- Service unit
- Main air emergency-stop valve
- Chain box
- Special grease cartridge for oil-free operation, volume 250 ml
- Limit switch for lifting and travelling
- Booster valve (control lengths over 12 m)
- Extension arm for control on motorised trolley
- Additional suspension for chain box (for installation in trolley)
- Copper-plated load hook for increased spark protection
- Stainless steel load hook (up to 750 kg capacity)
- Booster valve (control lengths over 12 m)
- Extension arm for control on motorised trolley
- Additional suspension for chain box (for installation in trolley)
- Copper-plated load hook for increased spark protection
- Stainless steel load hook (up to 750 kg capacity)
- Stainless steel chain (reduced capacity) up to 6 TI
- Manual emergency lowering device for PROFI 3 TI–20 TI hoists
- Special paint finishes

JDN CRANE SYSTEMS & CRANE KITS/JDN ACCESSORIES